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Sure to become the standard text for
all students and practicing
psychotherapists, whatever their
background, the "Textbook of
Psychotherapeutic Treatments" addresses
all the major psychotherapeutic
modalities in one comprehensive,
authoritative volume.
This Shorter Oxford Textbook of
Psychiatry succeeds the Oxford Textbook
of Psychiatry, third edition (1996). It
continues in the tradition of providing
clear, comprehensive and practical
coverage of clinical psychiatry
specifically tailored to the needs of
trainees, as well as providing auseful
reference work for psychiatrists in
practice and general practitioners.
This new edition has been extensively
revised and updated with the help of a
team of expert advisors. The revision
pays particular attention to the
considerable advances in knowledge
derived from the field ofneuroscience,
as well as emphasizing an evidencePage 1/27
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based approach to practice and
attention to ethical issues. In
addition, there are new chapters on
somatoform and dissociative disorders,
neuropsychiatry and sleep disorders and
eating disorders. The text and layout
have been redesigned with greateruse of
illustrations, tables, lists and
summary boxes, and the comprehensive
reference section has been brought
right up to date. Reviews of previous
editions: 'This is a well-written
textbook with a pragmatic orientation
toward practice, chock-full of hard-tofind clinical tidbits. Overall,Oxford
Textbook of Psychiatry is a sound
textbook for clinical psychiatrists.
Its strength lies in its historical
underpinnings and the different
perspectives from standard US
viewpoints.' Journal of the American
Medical Association 'It will
undoubtedly be useful to the trainee
psychiatrist earlyin his or her career
and later during revision for
professional examinations... it will
also be read with profit by all medical
practitioners who are interested in
keeping their knowledge of mental
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illness and its management up to date.'
The Lancet 'A crisply written, compact,
consistent andthoughtful introduction
to the field.' New England Journal of
Medicine 'The Oxford Textbook of
Psychiatry is one of the best examples
of the genre. The layout is clear and
it is comprehensive without being
obscure. Most importantly it is fluent.
If I were about to sit postgraduate
examinationsin psychiatry, I would
choose this book.' British Journal of
Psychiatry
Rev. ed. of: Psychiatry / Michael
Gelder, Richard Mayou, John Geddes. 3rd
ed. c2005.
The revised 13th edition of the
essential reference for the prescribing
of drugs for patients with mental
health disorders The revised and
updated 13th edition of The Maudsley
Prescribing Guidelines in Psychiatry
provides up-to-date information, expert
guidance on prescribing practice in
mental health, including drug choice,
treatment of adverse effects and how to
augment or switch medications. The text
covers a wide range of topics including
pharmacological interventions for
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schizophrenia, bipolar disorder,
depression and anxiety, and many other
less common conditions. There is advice
on prescribing in children and
adolescents, in substance misuse and in
special patient groups. This worldrenowned guide has been written in
concise terms by an expert team of
psychiatrists and specialist
pharmacists. The Guidelines help with
complex prescribing problems and
include information on prescribing
psychotropic medications outside their
licensed indications as well as
potential interactions with other
medications and substances such as
alcohol, tobacco and caffeine. In
addition, each of the book’s 165
sections features a full reference list
so that evidence on which guidance is
based can be readily accessed. This
important text: Is the world’s leading
clinical resource for evidence-based
prescribing in day-to-day clinical
practice and for formulating
prescribing policy Includes referenced
information on topics such as
transferring from one medication to
another, prescribing psychotropic
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medications during pregnancy or
breastfeeding, and treating patients
with comorbid physical conditions,
including impaired renal or hepatic
function. Presents guidance on complex
clinical problems that may not be
encountered routinely Written for
psychiatrists, neuropharmacologists,
pharmacists and clinical psychologists
as well as nurses and medical trainees,
The Maudsley Prescribing Guidelines in
Psychiatry are the established
reference source for ensuring the safe
and effective use of medications for
patients presenting with mental health
problems.
Evolutionary Psychiatry
Mastering Psychiatry: A Core Textbook
for Undergraduates
Oxford Handbook of Ophthalmology
Psychiatry
Fully revised and updated throughout, the fourth
edition of the Oxford Handbook of Ophthalmology
now includes free access to the ophthalmic online
media bank, a selection of high-quality clinical
images and videos for a wide breadth of key
ophthalmic diseases. Clear, concise, and practical,
this handbook provides immediate access to the
detailed clinical information you need, in casualty,
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clinic, theatre, and on the wards. The core of the
book comprises a systematic synopsis of
ophthalmic disease directed towards diagnosis,
interim assessment, and ongoing management.
Assessment boxes for common clinical conditions
and algorithms for important clinical presentations
illustrate this practical approach. The information is
easily accessible, presented in a clear format with
areas of importance highlighted. Key sections for
the trainee include: Clinical Skills, Aids to Diagnosis,
Investigations and their Interpretation, Perioperative
Care, Theatre Notes and Therapeutics. The wider
practise of eye-care is supported by expanded
chapters on Refractive Ophthalmology, Vision in
Context, Evidence Based Ophthalmology and
Resources for Ophthalmologists. Now including
newer treatments across a range of specialities
such as SMILE, gene-therapy and retinal
prostheses, as well as greater emphasis on the
evidence underlying current clinical practice and
guidelines, this handbook has never been more
essential for all those working in eye-care. Whether
you want to learn about patient-reported outcomes,
identify a surgical instrument, interpret a statistical
test, or diagnose and treat ophthalmic emergencies,
you will find it here. Whatever your role in caring for
patients with eye disease: ophthalmologist,
optometrist, orthoptist, ophthalmic nurse, or other
health profession - discover for yourself why this
handbook has become the 'go-to' resource for tens
of thousands of eye-care professionals around the
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world.
A strong clinical emphasis is present throughout
this volume from the first section of commonly
presenting problems through to the section
addressing problems shared with a range of other
clinical sub-specialties.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again Includes all
testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides
gives all of the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for
your textbook with optional online comprehensive
practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific.
Accompanies: 9780872893795. This item is printed
on demand.
Written by internationally renowned leaders in their
field and relevant to all practicing clinicians, this
textbook comprehensively covers all aspects of
heart failure, and suggests the optimal evidencebased management for heart failure patients.
Oxford Textbook of Sleep Disorders
A Short Textbook of Psychiatry
A Paradigm for Integrated Care
Best of Five MCQs for MRCPsych Paper 1
Community mental health care has evolved as a
discipline over the past 50 years, and within the
past 20 years, there have been major
developments across the world. The Oxford
Textbook of Community Mental Health is the
most comprehensive and authoritative review
published in the field, written by an
international and interdisciplinary team.
Evolutionary Psychiatry was first published in
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1996, the second edition followed in 2000. This
ground breaking book challenged the medical
model which supplied few effective answers to
long-standing conundrums. A comprehensive
introduction to the science of Darwinian
Psychiatry, the second edition included
important fresh material on a number of
disorders, along with a chapter on research.
Anthony Stevens and John Price argue that
psychiatric symptoms are manifestations of
ancient adaptive strategies which are no longer
necessarily appropriate but which can best be
understood and treated in an evolutionary and
developmental context. Particularly important
are the theories Stevens and Price propose to
account for the worldwide existence of mood
disorders and schizophrenia, as well as offering
solutions for such puzzles as paedophilia, sadomasochism and the function of dreams. Readily
accessible to both the specialist and nonspecialist reader, Evolutionary Psychiatry
describes in detail the disorders and conditions
commonly encountered in psychiatric practice
and shows how evolutionary theory can account
for their biological origins and functional
nature.
Schizophrenia is the archetypal form of
madness. Schizophrenia is a common disorder
and has a devastating effect on sufferers and
their families-patients typically hear voices in
their heads and hold bizarre beliefs. The
schizophrenic patient presented to the public in
sensational press reports and lurid films bears
little resemblance to reality of the illness. This
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book describes what schizophrenia is really like,
how the illness progresses, and the treatments
that have been applied. It also summarizes the
most up-to-date knowledge available about the
biological bases of this disorder. Finally it
attempts to give some idea of what it is like to
have schizophrenia and what this disorder tells
us about the relationship between mind and
brain. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every
subject area. These pocket-sized books are the
perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable.
SIMS' SYMPTOMS IN THE MIND has, since its
first publication in 1988, become established as
the leading introductory textbook on clinical
psychopathology. This new edition has been
fully updated to include advances in
neuropsychology and cognitive neuroscience
and changes can be found in the chapters on
memory disturbance, disorders of time,
pathology of perception, disorders of speech
and language, affect and emotional disorders,
and disorders of volition and execution. In some
cases, novel classifications of the abnormalities
under consideration have been provided
together with additional pathological
phenomena - including palinopsia, akinetopsia,
zeitraffer phenomenon, exosomesthesia - many
of which have been rediscovered or imported
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from neurology. The popular and distinctive
features are the use of figures, tables and
illustrative case examples which have been
further enhanced with additional case examples
from the classical literature, autobiographical
narratives and fiction. New section headings
provide firmer thematic unity to the content
Check boxes summarize important points such
as classification of particular areas Additional
examples of psychopathology are included which
are drawn from a wide source including fiction,
autobiography and clinical textbooks Includes
an extended range of abnormalities, including
those which have previously been neglected,
such as alloaesthesia, palinaptia, teleopsia,
pelopsia, akinetopsia, palinopsia, and
paraprosopia Fully updated description of the
theoretical aspects of memory and its
disturbance Fully integrated neuropsychological
concepts of imagery and internal mental
representations in the chapter on abnormalities
of perception
Oxford Textbook of Community Mental Health
Studyguide for Shorter Oxford Textbook of
Psychiatry by Cowen, Philip
Schizophrenia: A Very Short Introduction
A Very Short Introduction

Thoroughly updated for its Third
Edition, this popular quick-reference
handbook remains a staple for medical
students on psychiatric rotations as
well as psychiatric residents and
practitioners. In
an easy-to-scan
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outline format, the book presents the
etiology, epidemiology, clinical
characteristics, and treatment of all
psychiatric disorders. Additional
chapters cover the psychiatric
examination, special populations,
psychotherapy, biological therapies,
medication-induced movement disorders,
legal issues, and laboratory tests.The
book is replete with tables and
includes color photographs of
psychiatric drugs. Each chapter ends
with suggestions for further reading,
which include cross-references to
specific page numbers in Kaplan and
Sadock's Comprehensive Textbook of
Psychiatry, Seventh Edition.
This volume provides an introduction to
all the clinical topics required by the
trainee psychiatrist. It emphasises an
evidence-based approach to practice and
gives full attention to ethical and
legal issues.
Compact and easy to use, Kaplan &
Sadock's Concise Textbook of Clinical
Psychiatry, Fourth Edition is an
authoritative, affordable text that
provides must-know information in
clinical psychiatry. Containing the
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most relevant clinical material from
the best-selling Kaplan and Sadock’s
Synopsis of Psychiatry, Eleventh
Edition, it offers step-by-step
guidance on the clinical examination,
the psychiatric report, medical
assessment of the psychiatric patient,
laboratory tests, and signs and
symptoms, as well as all psychiatric
and substance-related disorders, with
special chapters on children,
adolescents, and the elderly. It also
covers special topics such as emergency
psychiatry, forensic psychiatry,
ethics, and palliative and end-of-life
care.
Part of the Oxford Textbooks in
Clinical Neurology series, the Oxford
Textbook of Neuromuscular Disorders
covers the scientific basis, clinical
diagnosis, and treatment of
neuromuscular disorders with a
particular focus on the most clinically
relevant disorders. The book is
organized into seven sections, starting
with the general approach to the
patient with neuromuscular disorders
and then focusing on specific
neuromuscular conditions affecting the
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peripheral nervous system from its
origins at the spinal cord anterior
horn on its outward course to their
effector muscles and the inbound
sensory pathways. Chapters on specific
neuromuscular conditions are
illustrated with typical case histories
and their presenting features, allowing
readers to put rarer conditions into
their clinical context more easily. The
concurrent online version allows access
to the full content of the textbook,
contains links from the references to
primary research journal articles,
allows full text searches, and provides
access to figures and tables that can
be downloaded to PowerPointRG. This
textbook will serve as a useful
reference for neurologists and
specialist trainees in neurology,
neuroscientists, neurophysiologists,
and other healthcare professionals.
Oxford Textbook of Neuromuscular
Disorders
The Massachusetts General
Hospital/McLean Hospital Residency
Handbook of Psychiatry
A New Beginning
Kaplan & Sadock’s Synopsis of
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Psychiatry
Over its six editions, the Shorter Oxford Textbook of
Psychiatry has come to be widely recognised as the
standard text for trainee psychiatrists.
The Age of Psychopharmacology began with a
brilliant rise in the 1950s, when for the first time
science entered the study of drugs that affect the
brain and mind. But, esteemed historian Edward
Shorter argues that there has been a recent fall, as
the field has seen its drug offerings impoverished
and its diagnoses distorted by the "Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders." The new
drugs, such as Prozac, have been less effective than
the old. The new diagnoses, such as "major
depression," have strayed increasingly from the real
disorders of most patients. Behind this disaster has
been the invasion of the field by the pharmaceutical
industry. This invasion has paid off commercially but
not scientifically: There have been no new classes of
psychiatry drugs in the last thirty years. Given that
psychiatry's diagnoses and therapeutics have largely
failed, the field has greatly declined from earlier
days. Based on extensive research discovered in
litigation, Shorter provides a historical perspective of
change and decline over time, concluding that the
story of the psychopharmacology is a story of a
public health disaster.
Widely recognised as the standard text for trainee
psychiatrists, the Shorter Oxford Textbook of
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Psychiatry stands head and shoulders above the
competition. The text has been honed over five
editions and displays a fluency, authority and insight
which is not only rarely found but makes the process
of assimilating information as smooth and enjoyable
as possible. The book provides an introduction to all
the clinical topics required by the trainee psychiatrist,
including all the sub-specialties and major
psychiatric conditions. Throughout, the authors
emphasize the basic clinical skills required for the full
assessment and understanding of the patient.
Discussion of treatment includes not only scientific
evidence, but also practical problems in the
management of patients their family and social
context. The text emphasizes an evidence-based
approach to practice and gives full attention to
ethical and legal issues. Introductory chapters focus
on recognition of signs and symptoms, classification
and diagnosis, psychiatric assessment, and
aetiology. Further chapters deal with all the the
major psychiatric syndromes as well as providing
detailed coverage of pharmacological and
psychological treatments. The book gives equal
prominence to ICD and DSM classification - often
with direct comparisons - giving the book a universal
appeal. The Shorter Oxford Textbook of Psychiatry
remains the most up-to-date secondary level
textbook of psychiatry available, with the new edition
boasting a new modern design and greater use of
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summary boxes, tables, and lists than ever before.
The extensive bibliography has been brought up-todate and there are targeted reading lists for each
chapter. The Shorter Oxford Textbook of Psychiatry
fulfils all the study and revision needs of psychiatric
trainees, but will also prove useful to medical
students, GPs, qualified psychiatrists, and those in
related fields who need to be kept informed with
current psychiatric practice.
Part of the Oxford Textbooks in Clinical Neurology
series, the Oxford Textbook of Sleep Disorders
covers the rapid advances in scientific, technical,
clinical, and therapeutic aspects of sleep medicine
which have captivated sleep scientists and clinicians.
Oxford Textbook of Stroke and Cerebrovascular
Disease
Kaplan & Sadock's Pocket Handbook of Clinical
Psychiatry
Oxford Textbook of Rheumatology
Kaplan & Sadock's Concise Textbook of Clinical
Psychiatry
Following hot on the heels of the
launch of the new syllabus and new
MRCPsych exam in Spring 2008 by the
Royal College of Psychiatrists, this
book contains 450 multiple choice
questions to help psychiatry trainees
to prepare for paper 1 of the exam.
Supporting these MCQs are detailed
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explanatory answers and revision notes,
referenced to the key textbooks used by
trainees. The book's content is closely
matched to the MRCPsych syllabus and
includes practice papers for true exam
preparation.
This third edition of the Oxford
Textbook of Psychiatry has been revised
extensively to take account of new
knowledge and advances in practice
reported since the publication of the
second edition. It has been revised and
reorganized to incorporate the latest
revisions of the
InternationalClassification of Diseases
(ICD10) and of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders
(DSMIV). The most significantly altered
sections of the book are Chapter 6,
which is now concerned with stressrelated and adjustment disorders,
Chapter 17, on drugs and other physical
treatments,Chapter 18, on psychological
treatments, and Chapter 19, in which
the account of psychiatric services has
been revised extensively. Elsewhere ,
necessary changes have been made to
bring the book up to date while
preserving the original clinical
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descriptions.
Companion volume to: Mayo Clinic
internal medicine board review. 10th
ed. c2013.
Stroke is a major health concern
worldwide, and the epidemiological data
is staggering. One in six people will
have a stroke during the course of
their life; it is the second most
common cause of death; and stroke also
ranks second among causes contributing
to the global burden of disability.
However, the burden of stroke can be
alleviated: it is potentially
preventable, treatable, and possible to
manage long term. Despite continuing
advances in our knowledge about this
disease, there is currently still a
large evidence-to-clinical practice gap
in all regions. The Oxford Textbook of
Stroke and Cerebrovascular Disease is a
comprehensive textbook on clinical
stroke, covering all major aspects of
cerebrovascular disease including
epidemiology, risk factors, primary
prevention, pathophysiology,
diagnostics, clinical features, acute
therapies, secondary prevention,
prognosis, and rehabilitation. It makes
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use of current pedagogic principles,
and includes not only aspects on
management in the acute hospital phase
of stroke, but also public health
issues, prevention, long-term
management, and silent vascular disease
(which is becoming increasingly
epidemic in the general population).
Topical aspects also include advice to
improve clinical skills in examination,
diagnosing, and treating stroke. The
text also covers the fields of silent
cerebrovascular disease (silent brain
infarcts, microbleeds, white matter
ischemic abnormalities) that more
recently have been recognized to be
highly prevalent in the general
population, and that carry important
risks on vascular events and cognitive
decline/dementia. Chapters are written
by a most distinguished group of
international experts in the field of
stroke from around the world, and have
been carefully edited to ensure
consistency in style and clarity of
contents. The concurrent online version
allows access to the full content of
the textbook, contains links from the
references to primary research journal
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articles, allows full text searches,
and provides access to figures and
tables that can be downloaded to
PowerPointRG. Practical, easy to use,
yet detailed with respect to
pathophysiology, diagnostics, and
management, this text provides a source
of reference for the detection and
management of all stroke and less
common cerebrovascular diseases for
practising and trainee neurologists,
geriatricians, and all stroke
physicians and clinicians.
Oxford Textbook of Global Public Health
The Psychiatric Mental Status
Examination
The Rise and Fall of the Age of
Psychopharmacology
The Maudsley Prescribing Guidelines in
Psychiatry
Accurate, reliable, objective, and comprehensive,
Kaplan & Sadock’s Synopsis of Psychiatry has
long been the leading clinical psychiatric
resource for clinicians, residents, students, and
other health care professionals both in the US
and worldwide. Now led by a new editorial team
of Drs. Robert Boland and Marcia L. Verduin, it
continues to offer a trusted overview of the
entire field of psychiatry while bringing you up to
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date with current information on key topics and
developments in this complex specialty. The
twelfth edition has been completely reorganized
to make it more useful and easier to navigate in
today’s busy clinical settings.
Since the publication of the Institute of Medicine
(IOM) report Clinical Practice Guidelines We Can
Trust in 2011, there has been an increasing
emphasis on assuring that clinical practice
guidelines are trustworthy, developed in a
transparent fashion, and based on a systematic
review of the available research evidence. To
align with the IOM recommendations and to meet
the new requirements for inclusion of a guideline
in the National Guidelines Clearinghouse of the
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality
(AHRQ), American Psychiatric Association (APA)
has adopted a new process for practice guideline
development. Under this new process APA's
practice guidelines also seek to provide better
clinical utility and usability. Rather than a broad
overview of treatment for a disorder, new
practice guidelines focus on a set of discrete
clinical questions of relevance to an overarching
subject area. A systematic review of evidence is
conducted to address these clinical questions
and involves a detailed assessment of individual
studies. The quality of the overall body of
evidence is also rated and is summarized in the
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practice guideline. With the new process,
recommendations are determined by weighing
potential benefits and harms of an intervention in
a specific clinical context. Clear, concise, and
actionable recommendation statements help
clinicians to incorporate recommendations into
clinical practice, with the goal of improving
quality of care. The new practice guideline
format is also designed to be more user friendly
by dividing information into modules on specific
clinical questions. Each module has a consistent
organization, which will assist users in finding
clinically useful and relevant information quickly
and easily. This new edition of the practice
guidelines on psychiatric evaluation for adults is
the first set of the APA's guidelines developed
under the new guideline development process.
These guidelines address the following nine
topics, in the context of an initial psychiatric
evaluation: review of psychiatric symptoms,
trauma history, and treatment history; substance
use assessment; assessment of suicide risk;
assessment for risk of aggressive behaviors;
assessment of cultural factors; assessment of
medical health; quantitative assessment;
involvement of the patient in treatment decision
making; and documentation of the psychiatric
evaluation. Each guideline recommends or
suggests topics to include during an initial
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psychiatric evaluation. Findings from an expert
opinion survey have also been taken into
consideration in making recommendations or
suggestions. In addition to reviewing the
available evidence on psychiatry evaluation,
each guideline also provides guidance to
clinicians on implementing these
recommendations to enhance patient care.
This is the first historical dictionary of
psychiatry. It covers the subject from autism to
Vienna, and includes the key concepts,
individuals, places, and institutions that have
shaped the evolution of psychiatry and the
neurosciences from their origin until the present.
Among those who will appreciate this invaluable
and unprecedented work of reference are
clinicians curious about the origins of concepts
they use in their daily practices, students of
medical history keen to situate the psychiatric
narrative within larger events, and the general
public curious about illnesses that might affect
them, their families and their communities-or
readers who merely want to know about the
grand chain of events from the asylum to Freud
to Prozac. The Dictionary rest on an enormous
base of primary sources that cover the growth of
psychiatry through all of Western society.
This is the definitive source for all practising
psychiatrists. It covers all areas of general
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psychiatry in depth, and includes sections on
each of the subspecialties including child
psychiatry and forensic psychiatry.
Comprehensive Textbook of AIDS Psychiatry
Oxford Textbook of Cognitive Neurology and
Dementia
The American Psychiatric Association Practice
Guidelines for the Psychiatric Evaluation of
Adults, Third Edition
Oxford Textbook of Psychiatry

Sixth edition of the hugely successful, internationally recognised
textbook on global public health and epidemiology
comprehensively covering the scope, methods, and practice of
the discipline.
Now in paperback, this text covers the dramatic developments
that have occurred in basic neuroscience and clinical research
in cognitive neurology and dementia. The text is based on the
clinical approach to the patient, and provides essential
knowledge that is fundamental to clinical practice.
Shorter Oxford Textbook of PsychiatryOxford University Press
Developed from years of teaching psychiatry to medical
students and residents, this comprehensive text devoted solely to
describing the mental status examination (MSE) fills a void in
the teaching literature and will be valuable to both students first
learning about the MSE and seasoned clinicians seeking an
informative reference. The introductory chapter offers basic
advice on interviewing patients and eliciting information. Six
major sections of the MSE follow and are thoroughly described
with a chapter devoted to each: Appearance, Attitude, Activity;
Mood and Affect; Speech and Language; Thought Content,
Thought Process, and Perception; Cognition; and Insight and
Judgment. Each chapter lists a detailed definition of reference
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for students describing their findings, and are an insightful
review even for experienced practitioners. The clinical
relevance of mental status abnormalities is illustrated through
frequent examples of disorders that can cause the particular
signs and symptoms defined in each chapter. A final chapter
describing fictional case histories with hypothetical examples of
written mental status reports will be particularly useful for
those learning to write such reports. This text is an important
addition to the libraries of students and practitioners who work
with psychiatric patients and should help to simplify and
organize a challenging task.
Textbook of Psychotherapeutic Treatments
Oxford Textbook of Epilepsy and Epileptic Seizures
Mayo Clinic Internal Medicine Board Review Questions and
Answers
Sims' Symptoms in the Mind

What is psychiatry? -- Asylums and the
origins of psychiatry -- The move into the
community -- Psychoanalysis and
psychotherapy -- Psychiatry under attack inside and out -- Open to abuse -- Into
the 21st century.
The Comprehensive Textbook of AIDS
Psychiatry: A Paradigm for Integrated Care
is the first book to provide insight into
the interface between the psychiatric,
medical, and social dimensions of HIV and
AIDS and the need for a compassionate,
integrated approach to the HIV pandemic
with an emphasis on humanizing and
destigmatizing HIV. Drawing from the
expertise of 135 contributors in clinical
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and evidence-based medicine, the book
provides information on the prevalence,
incidence, medical and psychiatric aspects
of HIV, as well as on the prevention and
care of persons with HIV/AIDS.
Prepared by the residents and faculties of
the renowned Massachusetts General
Hospital and McLean Hospital, this pocket
handbook is packed with succinct,
practical, accessible information on the
diagnosis and treatment of psychiatric
disorders. Major sections include
psychiatric emergencies, symptom-based
diagnosis and treatment, special
populations, and treatment approaches
including psychopharmacology. The book is
written in a quick-scanning outline format
with boxes, tables, and lists to provide
high-yield information at a glance.
Rev. ed. of: Shorter Oxford textbook of
psychiatry / Michael Gelder, Paul Harrison
and Philip Cowen. 5th edition. 2006.
Oxford Textbook of Heart Failure
A Historical Dictionary of Psychiatry
New Oxford Textbook of Psychiatry
Part of the Oxford Textbooks in Clinical
Neurology (OTCN) series, this volume covers
the scientific basis, clinical diagnosis, and
treatment of epilepsy and epileptic seizures,
and is complemented by an online edition.
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Shorter Oxford Textbook of Psychiatry
An Introduction to Descriptive
Psychopathology
Shorter Oxford textbook of psychiatry
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